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It takes time to choose a perfect car for your family but after analyzing Chevrolet Cruze, the choice
shrinks automatically. Check this article about this superb sedan. Choosing a car is easy after
looking Chevrolet Cruze. 2012 Chevy Cruze is really awesome in design. Check Chevy Cruze
Pictures and Chevy Cruze review.

2012 Chevrolet Cruze is an impressive compact car with some of the high quality features that
marks it presence in the automobile market under the prestigious banner of Chevy cars. The car
has been designed as a modern looking urban car with features that impress. There was a time
when Chevrolet made only big luxury cars, but the things are different now. The Chevy Cruze is
small in size, better in performance, smooth in handling and cool on the design side.

The Chevrolet Cruze interior is a perfect example how to keep it simple and impressive. It is
spacious with plenty of headroom and log room for front and back seat passengers. The driverâ€™s
instrument panel is made to keep the driver in control and aware of the aesthetics of the car. The
seats can be opted for either in leather or high quality car seating while the size of the seats and its
design makes the passenger sit in and feel relaxed when the car is on the move. To keep the price
of the car competitive and still provide quality, the interior of the car is made from fine and durable
carbon fiber with the blend of cloth or leather used for the seats. The exterior of 2012 Chevrolet
Cruze is also impressive. The fascia boasts of bold eagle eyed cars with the strong contours on the
bonnet that fall into the front grille. The taillights on the back of the car are made to be visible from a
distance because of its vividly visible size.

The specs-sheet of Chevrolet Cruze 2012 has numbers that attract. It has a 1.8-L DOHC Inline-4
cylinder engine that produce 138HP. It goes to 60 from a standstill in around 9.3 seconds. The fuel
economy of this car is 25MPG in the city and 36MPGon the highway combined in an average of
29MPG. Most of the safety features in this car are standard and make it a worthy car for a safe ride.
On the whole, 7/10 in compact cars.
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